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Chapter 1:

Introduction:

It is to no one’s surprise that we live in an age of great automation and that it has affected many areas 

of our lives with improvements, facilitation, and simplifications. One of these areas is agriculture; the 

majority of research and development regarding automation in this area is focusing mostly on data 

collection, aggregation, and visualization which offer large possibilities of educated decision-making to

the farmers. One focal point, however, is that the farmers have to make these decisions themselves.

1.1 – Precision farming leading the next agricultural revolution:

Precision farming is currently leading the third great revolution for agriculture [1], and it is believed to 

have the most transformative impacts out of the agricultural revolutions that happened, not only on 

agriculture but also on the food value chain. Also known as satellite farming, or site-specific crop 

management [2], it aims to maximize the returns while minimizing the inputs in a strategic way that is 

based on observations and measurements of the inter and intra-field variability in crops. Research and 

analyses are predicting that the use of precision agriculture technology is promising continuously 

increasing profits [3]:

[figure 1]
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1.2 – Shortcomings of precision viticulture:

Precision viticulture uses precision agriculture methods to increase grape production and quality by 

monitoring and reducing the effects of outside factors [4]. It focuses more on the growth environment 

and vineyard management than the farmer expertise, which is often overlooked especially when it 

comes to pruning techniques that are necessary to prevent infections and ensure a healthy and 

beneficial growth of the tree.

1.3 – Thesis project introduction:

My thesis project deals with viticulture, and specifically with grapevine pruning. As there are many 

styles and techniques for growing and pruning grapevines that require deep expertise, they do not have 

a straight-forward way to represent, encode and implement them. This has resulted in a lack of data sets

that are necessary for the development of more efficient machine learning prediction models, that 

would help digitalize the pruning procedure and provide algorithms capable of giving pruning models 

and notes for a given grapevine.

And thus, I am developing a web application for data collection and annotation in which a user can 

upload an image of the grapevine, annotate its structure using image processing techniques and store 

the annotated data in a repository. The gathered images and related data can be browsed in the system, 

giving the opportunity to mark the pruning points, write comments justifying the decisions for pruning, 

and provide insight that could be helpful firstly for the users that will have the possibility to discuss and

rate these comments and annotations, and secondly to build expert systems, machine learning modules, 

or frameworks for grapevine pruning.

The gathering of this data is not only going to contribute in a practical manner to the field it relates to 

but it also opens more research aspects alongside the guaranteed benefits of data gathering [5] that 

facilitate the visibility and tracking of the user-made contributions.
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1.4 –  A brief look into the tools used:

This application relies on the Model-View-Controller architecture and the image processing tools that 

will be implemented with Javascript, which is also responsible for back-end and client-side scripting 

along with PHP, coupled with HTML and CSS for responsive web design. All the data gathered is 

going to be stored in a database using MySQL, and as of now, the web application is hosted on a local 

web server using Xampp.
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Chapter 2:

User Documentation:

2.1. The solved problem – data sets for viticulture:

As mentioned earlier, the lack of data sets regarding precision viticulture is dealt with in this 

application by allowing the user to annotate the structure of the tree and mark the pruning points. These

are stored as coordinates in a repository, which allows us to analyze the patterns of annotation and 

different techniques of pruning, giving us thus more data regarding the whole procedure.

As the user annotates the tree, the coordinates for each branch along with the parent-child relationship 

between the branches of the tree are being stored in the database. After the user’s submission of their 

annotation, we end up with the image in its raw form and the annotated version of it.

2.2. The implementation:

This is a web application that is implemented with the use of HTML, CSS, Javascript, and PHP. I use 

the canvas element for the image annotations that are facilitated through the use of Javascript methods, 

and PHP scripts with SQL that are responsible for storing the data in the database. The application is 

hosted on Xampp server:

[figure 2]
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It is a web server developed by Apache Friends and consists of the Apache HTTP server, MariaDB 

database, and interpreters for scripts written in PHP [6].

The database and the tables used can be accessed and administrated through phpMyAdmin which is an 

open source administrative tool for MySQL and MariaDB [7]:

[figure 3]

2.3. Starting the App:

As the application is hosted on Xampp server, for now, the Apache and MySQL modules should be 

started and connected on free ports as shown in figure 2, after that the user will have many 

functionalities available to them.

In case the default MySQL port configured isn’t free, there will be an error message when starting it, 

however, the port number can be modified from the my.ini file by clicking on config:

[figure 4]
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[figure 5]

When both the Apache and MySQL modules are running, the status change will be shown in the 

console:

[figure 6]

2.4. Login/Registration:

When the app is started the user will be directed to a login/registration page first:

[figure 7]
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When the user enters their email and password, if no account is associated with that email address then 

a new one will be created – registration, but if there is already one, then there will be a password check 

and if the password matches then the user will be logged in. 

There are also prompts that will be shown in case the fields are left empty or if the password doesn’t 

match:

[figure 8]

[figure 9]

2.5. About page:

After a successful login the user will be able to see a page mainly with information about the project 

and how to use it:
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[figure 10]

The user can go to the other pages with the user of the navigation bar:

[figure 11]

2.6. Annotate page:

This is where the user can upload an image of the grapevine and annotate it. There are three main panes

here, the canvas on which the image will be displayed and annotated, one that will show the textual 

representation of the tree once submitted, and one that keeps track of the coordinates of the markers put

by the user.
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The first thing a user wanting to contribute to this data set has to do is to choose the image that they 

want to annotate:

[figure 12]

After choosing the image, it will be displayed on the canvas:

[figure 13]

Now the user has multiple functionalities to annotate this tree and submit it to the database:

[figure 14]
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The user can click on the Start Branch button to start annotating the image of the tree, if the user clicks 

on the Add Markers button, a quick tutorial on how to annotate (thus add markers) will appear:

[figure 15]

When annotating the branch, the user will be able to see red markers appear where they click on the go:

[figure 16]
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The user has the possibility erase a marker and go back one step at a time by clicking on the Remove 

Marker button, the button can also display warnings when the removal is not possible, either when no 

markers are available or when the branch has already been finalized:

[figure 17]

[figure 18]

Once the user is done annotating said branch, they can click on the Finish Branch button, thus adding it

to the parents option list and finalizing it which is shown by coloring the branch a unique color and 

adding an indicator with its identifier so that the branch is recognizable from the list:

[figure 19]
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The user can proceed with annotating the other branches following the same steps, except, now that the

first branch has been annotated, it can be picked as a parent from the options selector using the 

identifier in the indicator that is close to the branch:

[figure 20]

Whenever a branch is finished, it will be added to the options, so that the user can pick it if it is the 

parent of any other branches.

Along with the ability to choose the branch as a parent upon finalizing it, the user can also view all the 

coordinates of the markers related to it on the bottom-most pane:

[figure 21]

Once the annotation of all branches is finished, the user can click on the Submit button to add the 

image, the annotation, and all coordinates and data related to it to our repository.
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[figure 22]

The user can also see a textual representation of the annotated tree, emphasizing the parent-child 

relationships between the annotated branches, on the middle pane:

[figure 23]
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2.7. Menu page:

The user can browse a list of all the annotated images that have been uploaded to the server on the 

Menu page. The page also offers the user the possibility to mark the pruning points and add insightful 

comments on each tree.

Each tree had two main panes, the first one with the tree image and various buttons for the pruning 

functionality, and the second one for the reviews and comments:

[figure 24]

Each image is identified with a tree id and the id of the user who annotated it.
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[figure 25]

All the comments belonging to a certain annotation will appear below it.

The user can check both the raw image of the tree and the annotated one by clicking on either the Pre-

Annotation button or the Post-Annotation one respectively:

[figure 26]
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When the user would like to prune, they can click on the Prune button and proceed with marking the 

pruning points on the image of the tree that will automatically be switched to the pre-annotated version 

for better vision:

[figure 27]

The user can, of course, erase the pruning markers by clicking on the Remove Pruning button, and once

done, the user can submit these pruning points by clicking on the Submit button.

Sharing a comment follows the same principle, by typing the comment on the text area and clicking 

share, it will show up in the comments section with the user’s ID:
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[figure 28]

The moment the user clicks on Share or Submit, the entered comments and pruning points are added to 

the database and associated with the user.

And thus we have detailed data on the structure of the tree, its pruning points according to the user and 

potentially insightful remarks regarding the pruning and annotation.

2.8. Sequence diagram:

[figure 29]
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Chapter 3:

Developer Documentation:

3.1. The detailed specification of the problem:

As said before, the structures of the tree and the pruning procedures are not easily implemented and 

encoded in a straight-forward manner. Moreover, the expertise needed for pruning is not meticulously 

documented as the farmers learn these techniques through years of experience. 

By using this application, we will be able to gather information in a more-or-less uniform way as the 

tree structure is digitized and stored in an easily accessible way.

3.2. Class diagrams:

Each component and agent of this application is represented in a class.

[figure 30]
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The person class represents the users that will be using this application, they are divided into 3 types: 

normal users, experts, and admins. Initially, all users are created as User and the distinction is made 

later on. The aim of making each user be their own separate agent is to find patterns and techniques and

also for monitoring purposes; if a user’s annotations are especially insightful, then they can easily be 

noticed in the database and thus be more useful.

[figure 31]

The Coordinate class represents the markers and the branches they belong to.

[figure 32]

The Pruning class represents the pruning points and the tree they belong to.

The coordinates are going to be used as arrays in each branch in the Annotate page while the prunings 

will be used with each tree in the Menu page.
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[figure 33]

The Branch class contains all the data fields to store the data related to each annotated branch in the 

Annotate page. Each tree will have an array of branches. Each branch knows its parent branch and 

children branches as it will store their IDs upon creation.

[figure 34]

The Review class represents the comments that can be added by the users in the Menu page. The 

importance helps to determine how much weight should be given to a review by a specific user; an 

expert’s remark has more weight than that of a regular user.

When doing an overall analysis, these reviews can help determine patterns, techniques, and different 

styles in pruning and annotating.
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[figure 35]

The Tree class represents the annotated tree when submitted by the user, here, the image is represented 

by the blob data type in the database.

These classes are all represented by their respective tables in the database and are related as follows:

[figure 36]
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3.3. Methods and notions used to annotate:

The overall annotation procedure is done through multiple steps and functionalities embodied in the 

different buttons shown before in the Annotate page.

The classes are implemented independently from the controller of this page, and thus the first step is to 

import the file with the model part into the controller:

[figure 37]

model.js contains nothing but the implementation of all the classes detailed in the previous sub-chapter,

the following is an example of what it contains:

[figure 38]

Each button on the view part of the Annotate page has its onClick event specified:

[figure 39]
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These functions are defined in the controller part.

Another important HTML element in the view part is the Canvas element:

[figure 40]

We used document.getElementById to get the canvas element and be able to load content into the 

canvas from the controller using Javascript:

[figure 41]

The same thing is done for the parents selector and various other HTML elements so that we can 

manipulate them using Javascript.

The image selected by the user is then loaded into the canvas using FileReader which makes accessing 

files easier in Javascript:

[figure 42]
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Then there is the initialization of some indices and arrays that are going to be used in the annotation:

[figure 43]

The coordinates array will be filled with the coordinates of the markers added by the user, and 

whenever a branch is finalized it will be added to the branches array. The marker image is given its 

source so that it will be drawn using the coordinates of the marker.

Another important array is the canvasLayers array which will be used to store frames of the canvas so 

that when the user wants to remove a marker, a previous frame of the canvas could be loaded on it 

which is a technique used in game development that uses the canvas element:

[figure 44]

The Start Branch button has the following function associated with its onClick event:

[figure 45]
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It gets the value of the parent branch selector and creates a new branch that is added to the branches 

array. Besides the parentId and branchId, the remaining fields are just filled in with redundant values as

they will be modified later when the actual values are obtained.

The clickMouse function is responsible for drawing the markers and creating the coordinates and is an 

event listener of our canvas element:

[figure 46]

[figure 47]

It gets the x and y coordinates of where the user clicked and makes them relative to the canvas, creates 

a Coordinate with the current branch ID and adds it to the coordinates array:

[figure 48]

It also draws the marker on that coordinate so that the annotation is visible to the user:

[figure 49]

One last thing it does is that it saves that frame in the canvasLayers array so that the removal of the 

marker is possible with the use of the canvas element:

[figure 50]
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At the start of a branch annotation, the very first frame is also saved so that all markers of that branch 

can be removed:

[figure 51]

The addCoordinates function associated with the Add Markers button displays a small tutorial on how 

to annotate:

[figure 52]

[figure 53]

The removeCoordinate function removes the last coordinate from the coordinates array and the last 

frame from the canvasLayers array and displays the frame prior to drawing the marker:
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[figure 54]

it also shows some warnings in case the removal is not possible as shown previously.

The addBranch function is associated with the Finish Branch button, It sets the coordinates of the 

current branch to the array of coordinates that the user has been adding, then resets the coordinates 

array and the canvasLayers array. It, then, selects a random color:

[figure 55]

 

and draws the branch following the markers:

[figure 56]

an indicator with the branch ID is then drawn next to the branch, and the branch ID is added to the list 

of options in the selector. The branch is added as a child to the parent that was chosen for it from the 

selector:
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[figure 57]

The generateTextBranches function is then called to add the coordinates of the added branch to the 

third pane of the Annotate page:

[figure 58]

The submit button has the createTree function as its onClick event. It creates a new tree and sets its 

branches array to the branches array that the user has been finalizing.

At this point, all of the data related to the annotation is also present in the controller in the instances of 

the classes we have been working with, so this function also adds them to the database by calling a 

PHP script responsible for that. First, the URL of the PHP script is set using its name:

[figure 59]
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We get the image uploaded using the form HTML element and the FormData object:

[figure 60]

We get the final frame of the annotated image:

[figure 61]

All the remaining necessary info to add a record in the trees table is appended using the FormData 

object:

[figure 62]

and then using the Fetch API, we send this data the previously specified URL of the PHP script:

[figure 63]
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In the PHP file, in this case addTree.php, we define new variables and give them the values of the ones 

we just sent:

[figure 64]

[figure 65]

[figure 66]

then we set up the connection to the database:

[figure 67]

we, then, check if there were any errors regarding the connection to the database and if not, we write 

the SQL query to add the new record to the table, which in this case is the trees table. Any errors that 

may happen are displayed and the connection is then closed:
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[figure 68]

After adding this new record to the trees table, there is a for loop in the Javascript file, that goes 

through the branches of the tree we just added and does the same thing to add them to the branches 

table with the use of a PHP script, and within that for loop, there is another one that does the same for 

the coordinates of each branch.

The addTree function calls the generateTextTree function which is responsible for displaying the 

textual representation of the tree structure in the second pane of the Annotate page:

[figure 69]

the recursiveChildren function is called recursively so that each branch is associated with its parent in 

order to keep the parent-child relationship between the branches:
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[figure 70]

And with this, we have successfully added an annotated image of a tree to the database and along with 

a digital representation of its branches. This tree can now be viewed on the Menu page.

3.4. Methods and notions used to prune:

The user had the ability to prune in the menu page, and they can do so for all the trees in the menu, thus

this page generates a menu of all the trees and gives the possibility to annotate each one of them.

First, the connection to the database is established in the PHP script:
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[figure 71]

then we get the number of the trees from the trees database and store it in a file for later use:

[figure 72]

after that, we get all the trees in the database and go through each one of them using a loop:

[figure 73]
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A collection of IDs is then defined:

[figure 74]

we generate the HTML part for each tree with the use of PHP:

[figure 75]

Here we made it possible for both the raw image and the annotated image to be loaded onto the canvas 

by having two image elements with their sources defined, the annotated one (canvas, in the figure) is 

already encoded so we only need to use the base64_encode with the source if the raw image.

We also generate the buttons responsible for the pruning functionality:

[figure 76]

We also add the text area and the sharing button for the comments, and for each tree, we generate its 

reviews list so that it is available for the users to see:

[figure 77]
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At this point, when the user enters the Menu page, all images along with their buttons and comment 

sections will be generated.

Now for the functionalities of the buttons, we start by importing the model in the Javascript part as 

done previously:

[figure 78]

We, then, initialize the pruning points array and canvas frames array along with  the pruning marker 

image:

[figure 79]

As we had previously stored the number of the trees in a file, we fetch it and set out trees number 

variable to it:

[figure 80]

At this point we need to iterate through the canvases we have in our page and load the images onto 

them:
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[figure 81]

In order to give the possibility to view both the annotated and raw images of the trees, there are two 

buttons that, once clicked, will load the respective image for that:

[figure 82]

[figure 83]
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In order to add a comment, we get the active user ID in the same way we did with the number of the 

trees, get the entry in the comments text area and send it to a PHP script that is going to add that 

comment to the reviews table and associate it with the user.

We append all the necessary data for the record addition using the FormData object:

[figure 84]

and then using the Fetch API, we send it to URL of the PHP script:

[figure 85]

The pruning functionality resembles that of the annotation, we get the x and y coordinates of where the 

user clicked, create a Pruning instance and add it the prunings array, then we save the canvas frame for 

the possibility of removal, the clickMouse function is then added as the event listener for the canvas:
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[figure 86]

in order to remove a pruning point, we simply remove the last addition to the pruning array and to the 

canvasLayers array and load the previous frame of the canvas:

[figure 87]

When the user is done marking the pruning points and is ready to submit, he can click on the Submit 

button, the submitPrunings function will go through the pruning points and add them to the database:
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[figure 88]

After the PHP script executes, we will have pruning points associated to the tree and the user who made

them which is helpful to extract more information regarding the patterns and techniques of pruning.

3.5. Methods and notions used to Login/Register:

The login and registration page are the same as the registration is done automatically in case there is no

account associated with the given email address in the database.

First, we get the email and password in the PHP script when the user clicks on the submit button 

defined in the HTML part, and initialize a counter for errors:

[figure 89]
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We perform an initial check on whether the user entered the required values:

[figure 90]

We then perform a check on whether there are any accounts associated with the email address entered, 

if there are, we encrypt the password and check if it is equal with the one in the database and if the 

passwords match, we log the user in and forward him to our About page, otherwise we output a 

warning to the user saying that the entered password does not match the one associated with the email 

address:
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[figure 91]

If there are no accounts with the email address entered, we encrypt the password, add a new account to 

the database and forward our new user to the About page:

[figure 92]
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3.6. Testing:

The testing was not done with the use of unit tests but throughout the development of the application, 

first by using the local Storage of the current page and checking on the application storage using the 

browser inspect option:

[figure 93]

[figure 94]

This way, we could test in real time whether the coordinates and the branches were being added to their

respective arrays. As for adding records to the database, a response could be read from the console and 

the details of it could be checked from the Network window in the browser inspect option:

[figure 95]

If the status is equal to 200 then we know that the data has been sent to the PHP script for the record 

addition, and by checking the response of the PHP script, we can see if said record addition was 

successful or not:
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[figure 96]
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Conclusion:

My thesis project is a take on one possibility for digitizing the tree structure and extracting the 

encoding necessary for the pruning procedure. This can open possibilities to develop more machine 

learning algorithms that can study the positioning of the pruning points with regards to the structure of 

the tree and the generation of the branch they are on using the data in the repository which can be 

extracted to give more insight on this.

Of course, more features can be added to this application and it can be used in more ways than one. 

The motivation behind it was to create a tool that helps us gather data on the pruning techniques, styles,

and patterns of grapevines. Developing it as a web application helps make it more accessible as it can 

be deployed on the university server, for example, to allow said access. 

One more way this application can be used is in education with fields related to arboriculture.

Overall, this is a project that will always be in continuous progress with hopes of it shining a light on 

more ways to encode data and information that is not majorly digitized.
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